
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

PASSPORT DESCRIPTION
1. The passport form of a citizen of Saint Mary Liberty Island (hereinafter referred to as the passport form) is made according to a single sample
with all details in English.
2. The blank passport has a size of 88 x 125 mm, consists of a cover, endpapers glued to the cover and contains 28 pages,
all pages are numbered in each lower outer corner, also has in the background guiloche grid.
The blank passport is sewn along the entire length of the spine with a single-color synthetic thread.
The passport blank and insert are made using special high-strength cotton paper.
The inner pages of the blank passport and the insert have a visible, secure image, individual for each page.
3. The numbering of the blank passport consists of 3 groups of characters. The �rst 2 groups - Latin CAPS letters and a three-digit number, 
consisting of 4 characters,  indicate the series of the passport blank, the third group, consisting of 7 digits, indicates the number of the passport blank.
The numbering of the blank passport is reproduced: series (alphanumeric code) - on all even pages at the bottom of the page,
on all odd pages, except for 3, 25 and 27 - at the bottom of the pages are the coordinates of the Island 43°12’31.62� N 30°29’12.34� W.
4. The cover of the blank passport is made of wear-resistant dark blue material.
The words "Saint Mary Liberty Island" are placed in two lines at the top of it, the State Emblem of Saint Mary Liberty Island is reproduced in the middle, 
and below it - the word "PASSPORT". 
All inscriptions and coat of arms on the cover are made with "golden" embossing.
5. In the center of the front �yleaf there is a color image of the State Emblem, under which there is a typographic drawing "rosette", 
also the inscription "Saint Mary Liberty Island".
6. In the middle of the �rst page of the blank passport, a monochrome guilloche image of the State Emblem of Saint Mary Liberty Island is reproduced. 
In the middle (under the coat of arms), the words "Saint Mary Liberty Island" are printed in two lines in ornamental design.
Under the words is a typographic drawing "rosette".
7. The full text of the Declaration of Independence in English is placed on the second page of the passport blank.
8. The second �yleaf of the passport blank, glued to the cover, consists of several layers, and is designed to accommodate information
on the identity of the passport holder. The page consists of 2 parts: the upper three-quarters of the page is a visual zone, 
in which a photo of the passport holder sized 35 x 45 mm is placed on the left,
and on the right - the following details, made in a special way of printing:
"Name"; "Surname"; "Middle name"; "Gender"; "Date of Birth"; "Place of Birth"; "Nationality"; "Passport expiration date"; "Digital Sign"; "Authority";
The place for the photo is indicated by a red frame. The bottom quarter of the page, opposite the fold, is the area for making machine-readable entries.
A protective hologram with the coat of arms of Saint Mary Liberty Island, 20 mm in diameter, is glued over the lower right corner of the photo,
To protect personal information:
A holographic transparent ornamented protective �lm with the State Emblem and the text Saint Mary Liberty Island is pasted over the entire page.
The machine-readable record contains, in accordance with the requirements and standards for machine-readable travel documents,
basic information contained in this document: last name, �rst name, patronymic, date of birth (month, day, year) of the passport holder,
  the gender of the passport holder, the series and number of the passport, the validity period of the passport, as well as designations of the type of 
document, the state that issued the passport,
  citizenship of the passport holder.
9. Page 28 of the passport form named MARK BANK ACCOUNT is designed to mark the access of a citizen to Mark Bank accounts in various currencies.
10. Page 27 of the passport form contains �elds to �ll out - children, �rst name, last name, gender, date of birth. To be completed by the Consular O�ce.
11. Page 26 of the blank passport contains 3 �elds for photographs of the children of the passport holder.
12. Page 25 of the passport form contains medical information - blood type and type, allergies, chronic diseases, contacts in case of emergency.
13. The remaining pages of the blank passport are intended for: the production of marks on registration and dissolution of marriage, the placement of 
entry and exit visas, and stamps of border services.
14. In the passport form, specially designed sewn-in or embedded elements may be used to increase the safety of the entries made or to protect the 
form and the entries made in it from forgery.
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